
  

AMM_306 final exam of AMMT dept (SMUCT)-2013(February) 

 

Questions of apparel merchandising: 

1. Definition of trims and accessories. Write down the name of 15 trims and 15 accessories 

2. Write about the costing terminology, FAS, FOB, C&F, CIF, and LDP. 

3. Calculation of garment costing. 

4. Write about MRP.UPS, MMS. 

5. Write about the negotiation process and write down the factors of negotiation. 

6. Elaboration and write about 2-4 types of L/C. 

7. Definition of price. Write down the factors influencing price decision. 

8. What is sampling? Write down different types sample with alternative naming  

9. Write about: Fashion, classics, FADS, haute couture 

10. Types of new product 

11. Write any 10 types of garment with whose wear that and description? 

12. Discuss the typical types of documents in such contracts might include. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Apparel merchandising 

Trims: The raw materials used in sewing room other than fabric are called Trims. 

Or, which materials are directly attached with fabric to make a garment are called Trims. 

The name of 15 trims: 

Threads, button, lining, interlining, zippers, labels, Elastic, Twill tape, Stopper, logo print, collar 

stay, weaving belt, Velcro tape, cable, adjuster etc. 

Accessories: The materials which are used to make a garments attractive for sale and packing, 

other than fabric and accessories are called accessories. 

The name of 15 accessories: 

Poly bag, hang tag, pin tag, cartoon, butterfly, collar stand, Elastic bag, safety pin, gum tape, size 

sticker, pp band, back board, defect indicator, tissue paper, hanger etc.  

Garment costing: Garment costing refers to the all activities like purchase of raw materials, trims 

and accessories, processing and finishing of fabric, sewing and packing of garments, 

transportation, shipping, overheads, banking charge etc. 

Direct cost: Which cost must needed for production. 

Such as-cost of raw materials, sewing cost etc. 

Indirect cost: This cost refers additional cost for production to increase production. 

Such as-overheads cost, traveling cost, telephone etc. 

Costing terminology: 

FAS-Free alongside ship 

It is the cost of finished goods, it includes the delivery of goods till port, dock etc. 

FOB-Free on board 

It is the cost of finished goods it includes the delivery of goods to port, loading 0nto the ship, 

plane etc. 

FOB cost refers-Raw materials cost +cost of making+ transport and loading cost (till ship)+ 

profit%. 

 

 



C&F-Cost & freight 

This cost equals to FOB plus freight. In this method the exporter bears the freight of goods to the 

importer. 

C&F Refers-FOB cost + freight Cost/charge 

CIF-Cost insurance & freight 

This cost equals to C&F plus insurance. 

CIF Refers-C&F COST + Insurance cost 

LDP-Landed & duty paid 

It is the cost of finished goods it‟s include delivery the goods till port ,cost of loading onto the 

ship, shipping charge and the goods brought through the custom with all applicable duties and 

taxes paid. 

Materials resource planning (MRP) 

It is the type of computer software that helps to manage a manufacturing process like an apparel 

industry. 

The purpose of MRP- 

To reduce cost,  

To increase return on investment,  

Estimated time to assemble each product etc 

Unit production system (UPS) 

It is a manufacturing system in which a single garment is regressed through a sequence of 

operation. 

Modular manufacturing system (MMS) 

It is a manufacturing system in which the materials and components are transferred from 

machine to machine. 

 

 

 

 



 Negotiation process: 

The study of the relation clothing retailer and subject opening at the various stages of the 

textile/apparel can be addressed by proposing a reading of this interaction that draws on the 

concepts of negotiation approaches (styles and strategies).  

 

Focus on price 

(Single issue) 

 

           

             Focus on service  
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Figure: Negotiation process and Relationship 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Negotiation –factors need to consider: 

1. Cost                                                                        9  Lead Time  

2. Capacity                                                                10 Quality 

3. Minimum Order Quantity                                     11 Government Regulation  

4. Infrastructure                                                         12 Financial Stability  

5. Political and Economic Environment                    13 Social Compliance  

6. Equipment  

7. Staff Skill  

8. Distance  

 

 

 

 

 

   Supplier C       

   Supplier A    

   Supplier B       

   Retailer       
Orientation              Transactional 
Way of acting            
Strategy                    Distributive 
Style                          Positional  

Orientation            Relational     
Way of acting            
Strategy                   Integrative  
Style                         Interest based 



Elaboration and L/C most important for Exam 

Elaboration: 

AWB-Air Way Bill 

APEC-Asia pacific Economic cooperation 

BBL/C-back to back letter of credit 

CFR/C&F –Cost and freight  

CIF-Cost, insurance & freight 

CPT-Carriage paid to 

CIP-Carriage and insurance paid 

C & FC-Cost freight and commission 

CIF &C-or CIFC-Cost, insurance freight & commission 

CAF-Currency adjustment factor 

DAF-Delivery at frontier 

DES-Delivered Ex ship 

DEQ-Delivery ex Quay 

DDU-Delivery duty unpaid 

DDP-Delivery duty paid 

EXW-EX Work 

FAS-Free alongside ship 

FCA-Free Carrier 

FOB-Free on board 

FCL-Full container load 

GSP-Generalized system of preference  

HAWB-House air way bill 

H.S. CODE-Harmonized system code 



IATA-International air transport association 

INCO-Terms-International Commercial terms 

L/C-Letter of credit 

LCL-Less than container load 

LTL-Less than container load 

MAWB-Master air way bill 

PI-Proforma invoice 

PO-Purchase Order 

TT-Telegraphic Transfer 

Letter of credit(L/C):A letter from a bank  guaranteeing that a buyer‟s payment to a seller will 

be received on time and correct amount is called letter of credit. 

Typical types of document in such contracts might include: 

Financial documents: Bill of Exchange, Co-accepted Draft etc. 

Commercial Documents: Invoice, packing list etc 

Shipping Documents: Transport document, insurance Certificate, Commercial, Official or Legal 

document etc. 

Official Documents: License Embassy legalization, country of origin certificate, inspection 

certificate etc. 

Transport documents: Bill of lading, Air way bill, ,lorry/Truck receipt, Railway receipt, CMC 

Other than mate receipt, Forwarder cargo Receipt, delivery challan etc. 

Insurance Documents: Insurance Policy or certificate but not a cover note etc. 

Types of letter of credit (L/C): 

1. Revocable L/C: This type of L/C may be revoked or modified at any time by the issuing 

bank without notification. 

2. Irrevocable L/C: This type of L/C is not possible to revoke or amended a credit without 

the agreement of the issuing bank, the confirming bank, and the beneficiary.  

3. Confirmed L/C: Confirmed letter of credit is a special type of L/C in which another 

bank apart from the issuing bank has added its guarantee. 



4. Unconfirmed L/C: An unconfirmed irrevocable letter of credit provides a commitment 

by the issuing bank to pay, accept or negotiate a letter of credit. An bank forward the 

letter of credit to the beneficiary without responsibility. 

5. Sight credit and USANCE credit L/C: Sight credit states that the payments would be 

made by the issuing bank at sight, on demand, on presentation. In case of usance credit, 

draft is drawn on the issuing bank or the correspondent bank at specified usance period. 

6. Back to back letter of credit: back to back letter of credit is also termed as 

countervailing credit. This L/C is opened against of master L/C for purchasing raw 

materials, trims and accessories etc. 

7. Transferable letter of credit: A transferable documentary credit is a type of credit under 

which the first beneficiary which is usually a middleman may request the nominated bank 

to transfer credit in whole. It can only be used when the company is selling the product of 

a third party and the proper care has to be taken about the exit for the money transactions 

that take place.  

8. Standby letter of credit: Initially used by the bank in the united states, the standby letter 

of credit is very much similar in nature to a bank guarantee. The main objective of 

issuing such a credit is to secure bank loans. 

9. Revolving letter of credit: Although infrequently used today, revolving letter of credit 

were a tool created to allow companies conducting regular business to issue a letter of 

credit that could “roll over” without the company having to reapply, thus enabling 

business flow to continue without interruption as long as the terms and conditions 

quantities, and other transaction details did not change. 

10. Red clause letter of credit: These type of L/C entitle exporters to receive his/her credit 

without even producing exports documents to the bank. 

Price: According to economists, price is the point at which exchange between buyer and seller 

takes place, where supply and demand are equal. Price as an element of the marketing mix 

involves much more than the perspective of the economics. 

External factors influencing price decision: 

1. The nature of competition   in the particular market 

2. Joint or Related demands for products 

3. The nature of the product 

4. Government policy and legislation 

5. Internal factors influencing price decision: 

 The ability to control costs 

 Other elements of the marketing‟s mix 

 The product range 



Sampling: The samples decide the ability of an exporter. The buyer will access the exporters and 

his organization only by the samples. If the samples are good quality with reasonable price the 

buyer will be forced to place order. 

Sampling is a process to get bulk order and some additional benefits to the exporters. By doing 

sampling the exporters can estimate the yarn consumption for developing fabric, a clear idea on 

costing more ever the manufacturing difficulties. By using sampling the exporter can avoid all 

kind of bottlenecks.  

Categorization of sampling: 

1. Development samples:  

Alternative naming- Enquiry samples, order samples, styling samples etc. 

2. Proto samples: 

Alternative naming-Primary samples, first samples etc. 

3. Salesman samples: 

Alternative naming- Promotional samples, Buyer samples, Copy samples etc. 

4. Pre –production samples: 

Alternative naming-Meeting samples, permission samples, P.P. samples etc 

5. Counter samples: 

Alternative naming-Reference samples, Approval samples, sealed samples, Floor samples 

etc. 

6. Production samples: 

Alternative naming: Bulk production samples, Mass production samples. 

7. Fit samples: 

Alternative naming: Confirming samples, size set samples etc 

8. Wash test samples: 

Alternative naming: Testing samples, Lab samples etc 

9. Photo samples: 

Alternative naming: Fashion show samples, Tagging samples etc. 

10. Shipment samples: 

Alternative naming: Final samples, Payment samples etc. 

Fashion: Fashion is a general term for a popular style or practice, especially in clothing, 

footwear, accessories, makeup, or furniture. „Fashion‟ refers to a distinctive, however, often- 

habitual trend in a look and dress up of a person, as well as to prevailing styles in behavior. 

„Fashion‟ usually is the newest creations made by designers.  

Classics:  Fashion that‟s always remains in the rise stage of the fashion cycle is known as 

classic. The style that remains more or less accepted for an extended period. These styles never 

become completely obsolete. Example: classic shirt, jeans tailored suit. 



Fads: Also known as short –lived and can hold the attention of the consumer for a short period. 

The consumer group is very small and the garments are low price and flood the market in very 

short time. 

Haute couture: until 1950s, fashion clothing was predominately designed and manufactured 0n 

a made-to-measure or haute couture, with each garment being created for a specific client. A 

couture made  to order for a specific customer and it is usually made from high quality, 

expensive fabric, sewn with extreme attention to detail and finish, often using time-consuming 

hand executed techniques.  

Types of new product: 

1. New-to-world product: These are inventions and discoveries such as lasers printers etc. 

2. New category products: These are products that are not new to the world, but to the 

company. 

3. Additions to product lines: These are extensions to the company‟s existing product line 

like diet coke. 

4. Product improvements: Improvement to existing products. 

5. Repositioning: Products that are re target for new use. 

6. Cost reductions: New products replacing existing ones, with lower cost. 

Different types of garments naming and introducing ( any 10 types you have to write in exam) 

Item  For men or women(M/W) Description  

Baby grow M/W Fully body clothing for babies 

Ball gown M/W A formal full length dress for 

social occasions 

Blouse  W A woman‟s shirt 

Boxers  M Underwear in the form of 

shorts. 

Bikini W A two piece type of women‟s 

swimwear that is in the form 

of a bra and briefs 

Bra  W Woman‟s underwear that 

covers and supports the 

breasts. 

Chemise  W Long sleeves under garment 

Jacket  M/W A waist length coat 

Jeans  M/W Informal trouser made of 

denim 

Hoody  M/W Hooded sweatshirt. 

 

 


